YET ANOTHER WARNING
AGAINST TORTURE
IGNORED
So what kind of Friday night news dump do you
think would elicit this much silence? (h/t
scribe)
Haynes declined to comment, as did Rizzo
and the CIA. Jay. S. Bybee, who as an
assistant Attorney General signed the
Aug. 1, 2002, memo, did not respond to a
request for comment.
[snip]
James Mitchell and Bruce Jessen …
declined to comment on their role in
formulating interrogation policy.

How about a document–given to DoD and from DoD
to CIA and from CIA to Jay Bybee–referring to
harsh tactics as torture and warning they don’t
work?
The key operational deficits related to
the use of torture is its impact on the
reliability and accuracy of the
information provided. If an interrogator
produces information that resulted from
the application ofphysical and
psychological duress, the reliability
and accuracy of this information is in
doubt. In other words, a subject in
extreme pain may provide an answer, any
answer, or many answers in order to get
the pain to stop.

The document comes complete with quotes from
someone (my wildarsed guess is John Bellinger)
who had been involved in deliberations on the
torture policy stating that CIA shared none of
this with the National Security Council.

A former administration official said
the National Security Council, which was
briefed repeatedly that summer on the
CIA’s planned interrogation program by
George Tenet, then Director of Central
Intelligence, and agency lawyers, did
not discuss the issues raised in the
attachment.
"That information was not brought to the
attention of the principals," said the
former administration official, who was
involved in deliberations on
interrogation policy who requested
anonymity because of the sensitivity of
the issue. "That would have been
relevant. The CIA did not present with
pros and cons, or points or concern.
They said this was safe and effective,
and there was no alternative."

The urgent efforts of all the people involved in
setting up our torture regime to blame each
other seems likely to keep us in new document
dumps for the next several weeks. But I don’t
know about you–I’m getting overwhelmed. Though,
imagine how Haynes, Rizzo, Bybee, Mitchell, and
Jessen feel. It’s almost … "poignant."

